STUDENT DIGITAL IDENTITY – THE UL-ID

Every student at the University of Ljubljana receives their digital identity called the UL-ID. Student digital identities are a part of the Slovenian digital identity federation ArnesAAI. The standard form of an UL-ID username comprises of two letters and four digits followed by @student.uni-lj.si (e.g. ab1234@student.uni-lj.si).

Obtaining the UL-ID

Newly registered students can obtain their UL-IDs after 1st October at the ID Portal website: https://id.uni-lj.si. Students that have been registered at the University of Ljubljana in the previous years and do not have a currently valid UL-ID will receive their UL-IDs from their faculty’s student office.

Getting Help

Please report any problems with your UL-IDs at the ID Portal website: https://id.uni-lj.si.

IT SERVICES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF LJUBLJANA

Eduroam

Access the wireless network at the University of Ljubljana faculties and at other participating institutions within the Eduroam system.

University e-mail and services

Reliable, safe and student friendly collaboration services: e-mail, calendar, document sharing, ...

More information

http://www.uni-lj.si/studij_na_univerzi/it_storitve.aspx